[HIV infection and human reproduction].
Problems connected with HIV infection, especially with its transmission, problems of HIV infection as an indicator of the termination of pregnancy, the role of pregnancy in the activation of latent HIV infection, and the possibility of the transmission of HIV infection by breast feeding are put forward and discussed. The authors present the results of their own studies of the presence of HIV antigen in the genital secretion, fetal tissue, and amniotic fluid in 4 anti-HIV positive pregnant women, in whom pregnancy was interrupted because of HIV infection. HIV antigen was positive in the cervical secretion and fetal tissue of one of the four pregnant women, whose diagnosis was ab. imminens. The presence of HIV virus, probably also of HIV antigen, in the cervical secretion appears significant for the transmission of infection from mother to child and for the occurrence of spontaneous abortion. When it is not possible to apply the method of HIV virus isolation, the determination of HIV antigen could have a prognostic importance of the effect of HIV on the course and outcome of pregnancy.